From: Tokyo

To: Washington

December 6, 1941  URGENT

To Counselor Iguchi from Kameyama

What I meant in paragraph 2 of my 667 was that of the two sets of code machines with which your office is equipped, you are to burn one set and for the time being to continue to use the other.
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From: Tokyo
To: Washington
December 6, 1941
Urgent

\#697

Re your \#1268.

To Counselor IGUCHI from KAMEYAMA.

What I meant in paragraph 2 of my \#667 was that of the

\[a\] two sets of code machines with which your office is equipped,

\[b\] you are to burn one set and for the time being to continue the use

\[\] of the other.

\[a\] - Not available.

\[b\] - S.I.S. \#25840 regarding the destruction of codes and one code

machine in the Washington office.
From: Tokyo
To: Washington
December 7, 1941
(Extremely Urgent)

§910.

After deciphering part 14 of my §902\textsuperscript{a} and also
§907\textsuperscript{b}, §908\textsuperscript{c} and §909\textsuperscript{d}, please destroy at once the remaining
cipher machine and all machine codes. Dispose in like
manner also secret documents.\textsuperscript{e}

\begin{itemize}
\item[a] S.I.S. §25843 - text of reply.
\item[b] S.I.S. §25850.
\item[c] S.I.S. §25853
\item[d] S.I.S. §25858
\end{itemize}

\textit{Trans. 12/7/41 (S)}

\textcolor{red}{Army}
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\textbf{SRDJ NO} 017361
From: Tokyo
To: Washington
December 7, 1941
(Urgent)

$908. *(To be handled in government code)*

All concerned regret very much that due to failure in adjusting Japanese-American relations, matters have come to what they are now, despite all the efforts you two Ambassadors have been making. I wish to take this opportunity to offer my deepest thanks to you both for your endeavors and hard work as well as for what all the members of the Embassy have done.